1. **ORNAMENTATION:** Shirts MUST NOT have labels, decorations or logos other than “MACS.” Pants and shoe logos must be smaller than a quarter.

   NOT ALLOWED: STRIPES, FEATHERS, SEQUINS, or SPARKLES.

2. **SHOES:** ALL SHOES must be in SOLID school colors.

3. **HATS:** No students may wear hats inside the school building.

4. **OUTERWEAR:** Outside coats, jackets, or hooded sweatshirts with hoods ARE NOT permitted in the classroom or assemblies.

5. **BELTS:** Beginning in 1ST GRADE, belts must be worn on all bottoms with belt loops. Belts must be solid school colors.

6. **SHIRTS:** Shirts must be in SOLID school colors. Shirts must have a collar and be tucked in AT ALL TIMES.

7. **PANTS & SKIRTS:** Pants must be dress pants or slacks in SOLID school colors. Only official school uniform skirts and jumpers may be worn. Skirts cannot be shorter than 4 inches above the knee or fingertip length.

   NOT ALLOWED: JEANS, STRETCH PANTS, LEGGINGS, or SWEATPANTS.

8. **JEWELRY:** Jewelry must be school colors, gold or silver. Jewelry must be SMALL and UNDERSTATED.

   ALL VISIBLE ITEMS MUST BE SOLID SCHOOL COLORS!

Uniforms are mandatory for all students regardless of age. NO STUDENT may attend class out of uniform.